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Abstract
Symbiosis has been among the most important evolutionary steps to generate biological complexity. The establishment of
symbiosis required an intimate metabolic link between biological systems with different complexity levels. The strict endo-
cellular symbiotic bacteria of insects are beautiful examples of the metabolic coupling between organisms belonging to
different kingdoms, a eukaryote and a prokaryote. The host (eukaryote) provides the endosymbiont (prokaryote) with a
stable cellular environment while the endosymbiont supplements the host’s diet with essential metabolites. For such
communication to take place, endosymbionts’ genomes have suffered dramatic modifications and reconfigurations of
proteins’ functions. Two of the main modifications, loss of genes redundant for endosymbiotic bacteria or the host and
bacterial genome streamlining, have been extensively studied. However, no studies have accounted for possible functional
shifts in the endosymbiotic proteomes. Here, we develop a simple method to screen genomes for evidence of functional
divergence between two species clusters, and we apply it to identify functional shifts in the endosymbiotic proteomes.
Despite the strong effects of genetic drift in the endosymbiotic systems, we unexpectedly identified genes to be under
stronger selective constraints in endosymbionts of aphids and ants than in their free-living bacterial relatives. These genes
are directly involved in supplementing the host’s diet with essential metabolites. A test of functional divergence supports a
strong relationship between the endosymbiosis and the functional shifts of proteins involved in the metabolic
communication with the insect host. The correlation between functional divergence in the endosymbiotic bacterium and
the ecological requirements of the host uncovers their intimate biochemical and metabolic communication and provides
insights on the role of symbiosis in generating species diversity.
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Introduction
One of the most fascinating puzzles in evolutionary biology is
how variability at the gene and protein level leads to the
generation of new species. Inextricably linked to this question
are two main issues that remain the focus of heated debates and
arduous investigation: i) The extent of variation in a protein’s
function; and ii) the relationship between the variability of a
protein’s sequence and its function. Organism lineages generally
evolve under strict negative selection (purifying selection), with
bursts of adaptive mutations becoming punctually fixed in the
population. Negative selection generally removes functionally/
structurally destabilizing mutations, resulting in protein functional
stasis [1]. Conversely, diversifying selection contributes to the
emergence of new protein functions [2]. Protein structure is the
major determinant of function and it is expected that the structural
stability of a protein should provide functional stability. In fact,
recent evidence suggests that structural robustness to mistransla-
tion errors is the factor determining protein’s evolutionary rate [3].
Consequently, mutations will only be fixed at amino acid sites with
no structural importance, while selection will remove mutations
destabilizing protein’s structure [4,5]. Selection shifts at particular
sites that may affect protein structure and function can lead to
functional divergence [6]. The evolutionary constraints whereby
selection shifts occur range between neutrality [7] and selection
due to functional divergence [8,9].
There are several scenarios under which change in selective
pressures may occur, with gene duplication being the most
prominent case [10–18]. Revolutionary changes in the organism’s
lifestyle may also lead to proteome functional divergence and to
the consequent emergence of new species. Symbiosis of proteo-
bacteria with insects is a striking example of revolutionized change
in the lifestyle of an organism (a free-living bacterium became an
endocellular symbiotic bacterium) that has been directly linked to
the generation of species diversity. Interspecific interactions act in
concert with environmental changes to maintain or generate
species diversification [19,20]. Examples of the role of interspecific
interactions is the case of adaptive radiation of plant-pollinator
mutualisms in which plant traits related to related to reproductive
isolation become subject to natural selection [19,21,22]. In
geological terms, adaptive radiation has been repeatedly acceler-
ated by the symbiosis of two different organisms [23]. In extreme
symbiosis cases, such as the endosymbiotic bacteria of insects,
symbiosis involved a dramatic lifestyle change that was accompa-
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nied by dramatic population-genetics events including strong
bottlenecks to the bacterial effective population sizes during
intergenerational transmission. In some biological systems, such as
in the symbiosis between aphid insects and the bacterium Buchnera
aphidicola sp., the effect of bottlenecking can be dramatic due to the
clonal and vertical transmission of the bacteria. This bottlenecking
results in strong genetic drift and the accelerated fixation of
mutations, leading to profound genomic and metabolic remodel-
ing in endosymbiotic bacteria. For example, the switch of bacteria
from a free lifestyle to symbiosis with a qualitatively more complex
organism may lead to dramatic changes in genomic and metabolic
architecture. Indeed, intracellular life may render most of the
biological processes related to extra-cellular survival redundant.
This gene redundancy may have similar evolutionary consequenc-
es to gene duplication in that selection relaxes over such genes
allowing the fixation of new mutations despite their slightly
destabilizing effects or their slightly advantageous consequences.
Furthermore, the proteome/interactome and metabolism of the
bacterium may change during the establishment of the metabolic
interlink between host and bacterium [24]. In particular, the stable
environment provided by the insect aphid to the endosymbiotic
bacterium Buchnera and the presence in some cases of secondary
endosymbionts collaborating in close metabolic intimacy with the
host renders most of the genes in the endosymbiont redundant
[25,26]. The consequent relaxed constraints on these genes, in
addition to the strong intergenerational bottlenecks these bacteria
undergo [27], has resulted in a well-characterized syndrome for
endosymbiosis. Among the genomic characteristics of endosymbi-
otic bacteria are an AT enrichment and accelerated protein
evolutionary rates [27–33], genome reduction (for example see
[34,35]), low levels of intra-specific polymorphism [33,36], and
decreased stability of RNAs [37] and of proteins [38]. Beside of all
these effects, we also expect ample opportunity for functional
divergence in these bacteria, since: i) strong genetic drift allows the
neutral fixation of mildly deleterious mutations that may become
functionally interesting when ameliorated by compensatory
mutations; and ii) symbiosis may have favored the emergence of
new functions enabling biochemical communication with the host
as well as saving metabolic energy.
An example of genomic economization is the flagella assembly
pathway in bacteria that is also responsible for protein export in
free-living bacteria. It has been shown that endosymbiotic bacteria
of insects such as Buchnera are non-motile and yet they express
many of the hook and basal body genes of the flagella [39],
supporting previous suggestions of the specialization of these genes
in export of proteins from the host to the bacterium [40]. Recently,
we have conducted an exhaustive evolutionary analysis of the
flagella genes in endosymbiotic bacteria of insects and showed that
indeed some genes may have changed their function towards
protein export [26]. Identification of functional divergence is key
in understanding the metabolic communication between the host
and the endosymbiont. However, the detection of adaptive
evolution caused by functional divergence is usually hampered
by the fact that genetic drift in these bacteria may produce similar
evolutionary patterns. Therefore, standard statistical methods
cannot disentangle functional divergence from genetic drift effects
and alternative strategies are needed.
To better understand the scenarios under which the endosym-
biotic bacteria of insects adapted to a dramatically different
lifestyle in comparison with their closest free-living relatives, we
here conduct a genome-wide analysis of functional divergence in
the endosymbiont of aphids and endosymbionts of carpenter ants
using a novel and simple statistical approach.
Results
To investigate the relationship between endosymbiosis and the
shift in the nucleotide substitution rates we first estimated
synonymous (dS) and non-synonymous (dN) pairwise substitutions
as well as the ratio between both these estimates (v= dN/dS) in
endosymbiotic bacteria and in their free-living relatives. To
generalize our conclusions, we present results from the two
endosymbiotic systems, Buchnera and Blochmannia sp. (hereon we
will use the genus name to refer to these endosymbionts Buchnera
and Blochmannia), in each one of the sub-sections. To compare
endosymbiotic evolutionary rates we used the comparisons BAp-
BSg and Bf-Bp to their free-living relatives Ec-St because these
divergence events occurred at equivalent times. Therefore, the
comparisons are appropriate despite possible pressures on
synonymous sites.
Differential Selective Constraints in Endosymbiotic
Genomes
Buchnera sp. genomes experienced relaxed constraints after the
establishment of endosymbiosis with aphids because the estimated
number of substitutions increased proportionally in synonymous
and non-synonymous sites (Table 1). For example, dN in
endosymbionts (dNe) increased on average fivefold when compared
to dN in free-living bacteria (dNf) (Median ratio R(dN) = dNe/
dNf=5.118). Likewise, dSe increased on average three fold when
compared to dSf (R(dS) = 3.329). On average, then, both types of
sites experienced relaxed constraints after the symbiosis of bacteria
with aphids, but this relaxation was more significant at non-
synonymous sites, further highlighting the importance of genetic
drift during the evolution of endosymbiotic bacteria. The
endosymbiont of carpenter ants presented similar relaxed
constraints at synonymous sites but much more relaxed constraints
at non-synonymous sites when compared to Buchnera sp. (Table 1).
Contrary to the expectation of a genome-wide relaxation of
constraints after symbiosis, we found that some genes showed
increased selection pressures in the endosymbiotic lineages, with
greater selection intensities in endosymbionts (ve) than in their
free-living relatives (vf) [R(v) =ve/vf,1]. The number of genes
showing such ratios was significant with as much as 29.67% of the
genes (151 out of 509 genes) and 16.98% of genes (91 out of the
536 genes) presenting R(v),1 in Buchnera sp. and Blochmannia sp.
endosymbiont genomes, respectively (Figure 1A and 1B and Table
S1). When we examined the constraints operating at synonymous
and non-synonymous sites at these genes and compared them to
Author Summary
Biological complexity has emerged on earth by the
combination of living forms. This combination, called
symbiosis, had to overcome the problems caused by the
uncoupled metabolisms of the organisms involved. One
way to do so was through the loss of genes that were no
longer needed for the endosymbiont in the protected
cellular environment provided by the host. Another step
necessary to adjust both metabolisms was through the
change in the function of bacterial proteins to perform
new roles in the symbiotic system. In this article, we test
such events in symbiotic systems involving an insect and a
bacterium by developing a new and simple method to
identify proteome-wide functional shifts. Our results show
that most of the functional changes occurred at genes
involved in metabolic communication with the host and
are correlated with the host’s ecological traits.
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those in the set of genes with R (v).1, we noticed that increased
selection intensity was partially due to more relaxed constraints at
synonymous sites, but mainly to significantly stronger constraints at
non-synonymous sites in this dataset (Table 1). For example, the
increase factor of dN [R(dN)] when comparing endosymbionts with
free-living bacteria in the dataset with R(v),1 was half that in the
dataset of genes showing R(v).1. In summary, increments of v in
endosymbiotic bacteria are negatively correlated with increments in
synonymous substitutions and positively correlated with non-
synonymous substitutions increments for Buchnera (Perason’s corre-
lation; rR(v)-R(dS) =20.696, P%10212, and rR(v)-R(dN) = 0.539,
P%10212) and Blochmannia (rR(v)-R(dS) =20.540, P%10212, and
rR(v)-R(dN) =20.421, P%1029).
Differential Functional Enrichment in Highly Constrained
Genes in Endosymbiontic Bacteria
To test the link between the biological and evolutionary
characteristics of Buchnera and Blochmannia and the constraints on
their genomes we analyzed the distribution of genes with R(v),1
among the different functional classes obtained using COG terms.
We examined metabolism (represented by 161 genes and 229
genes in Buchnera and Blochmannia, respectively), cellular processes
and signaling (represented by 99 and 108 genes in Buchnera and
Blochmannia, respectively) and information storage and processing
(represented by 127 and 153 genes in Buchnera and Blochmannia,
respectively). We discarded genes that were ambiguously classified.
The total number of genes, number of genes with R(v),1 and
enrichment of each functional sub-category are indicated in
Table 2. We tested the significance of the enrichment with genes
highly conserved in endosymbionts compared to their free-living
relatives using the hypergeometric distribution as explained in
material and methods. Several of the functional categories
examined presented a high percentage of constrained genes in
both Buchnera and Blochmannia, although this was more pronounced
in Buchnera than in Blochmannia (Figure 2). Buchnera presented
several of the categories enriched with genes under stronger
constraints than in its free-living relatives, including genes involved
in transport and metabolism of essential amino acids (category E);
in post-translational modification and chaperones (O); and in
translation, ribosomal structure and biogenesis (J) (Figure 2).
Blochmannia only presented evidence for such enrichment in the
category of genes involved in translation, ribosomal structure and
biogenesis. Several other functional categories presented poor
percentages (significantly low) of strongly constrained genes in
Buchnera but not in Blochmannia including the categories of
coenzyme transport and metabolism, cell motility, and inorganic
ion transport and metabolism (Figure 2). Other categories such as
those including defense genes (V), signal transduction (T), etc.
comprised a very low number of genes and hence presented no
statistical power for rejecting the null hypothesis of no differential
enrichment with constrained genes.
Heterogeneous Functional Divergence among Metabolic
Pathways in Endosymbionts
Based on the assumption that endosymbiosis involved a
dramatic biological leap made possible by functional shifts in
pre-existing proteins, we tested for the presence of functional
divergence in Buchnera and Blochmannia. Even though both
endosymbiotic systems share common biochemical traits (for
example, the need for essential amino acids in their diet as well as
nitrogen compounds), they also possess distinct biological require-
ments. For example, unlike aphids, ants are unable to fix and
reduce sulphur, which is provided by the endosymbiont. We
attempted to test whether analyses of functional divergence could
shed light on the connection between protein variability and
biochemical host-endosymbiont links. Our test identified 63.7%
and 78.6% of genes to be under functional divergence in Buchnera
and Blochmannia, respectively. Buchnera presented three functional
categories enriched with functional divergence, including the one
Table 1. Increments of selective constraints in endosymbiotic
bacteria of insects.
Data Median
Buchnera sp. Blochmannia sp.
R(dN)
a R(dS)
b R(dN) R(dS)
Full Dataset 5.11862.097 3.32962.018 7.45864.511 3.56862.395
R(v)c,1 3.28861.506 5.34463.470 4.39362.531 6.73863.554
R(v)$1 5.30263.639 2.76660.211 8.135365.316 3.14662.064
aRatio between the rate of non-synonymous substitutions per site in
endosymbiotic bacteria and that of their free-living bacteria.
bRatio between the rate of synonymous substitutions per site in endosymbiotic
bacteria and that of their free-living bacteria.
cRatio between the non-synonymous-to-synonymous rates ratio of
endosymbiotic bacteria and that of their free-living relatives.
doi:10.1371/journal.pcbi.1000344.t001
Figure 1. Constraints operating in endosymbiotic bacteria of aphids (A) and carpenter ants (B) in comparison with their free-living
relative bacteria Escherichia coli and Salmonella typhimurium. We compared the constraints operating in protein-coding genes between
endosymbiotic and free-living bacteria by dividing the non-synonymous-to-synonymous rates ratio of endosymbionts (ve) by that of their free-living
relatives (vf) and we called this ratio R(v) [R(v) =ve/vf; represented in the Y-axis). We plotted genes according to their position in the bacterial
chromosome (X-axis). We also indicate R(v) = 1 since this is the value at which genes have not changed their selective constraints.
doi:10.1371/journal.pcbi.1000344.g001
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involved in amino acid transport and metabolism (E), post-
translational modification and chaperones (O) and translation,
ribosomal structure and biogenesis (J) (Figure 3). Blochmannia also
showed significant evidence of functional divergence enrichment
at these categories and in additional categories involved in
coenzyme transport and metabolism (H), and cell wall and
membrane biogenesis (M) (Figure 3). Other categories in
Blochmannia presented evidence of being poorly populated by
genes under functional divergence including that comprising genes
involved in intra-cellular trafficking (U) and transcription (K)
(Figure 3).
Functional Divergence in the Endosymbiotic Metabolic
Pathways
To identify the relationship between functional divergence and
endosymbiosis we analyzed the distribution of genes between the
different metabolic pathways and tested the enrichment of
pathways with genes under functional divergence using the
hypergeometric distribution. We identified and classified genes
into 67 different pathways. In Buchnera symbionts we found 10
pathways to be significantly enriched and 4 to be significantly
impoverished with proteins that underwent functional divergence
after symbiosis (Figure 4A and Table S2). Among the enriched
pathways we identified those including proteins involved in the
biosynthesis of aminoacyl-tRNA of the 10 essential amino acids
needed by the aphid, biosynthesis of the essential amino acids
(Lysine, Valine, Leucine, Isoleucine, Glycine, Serine, Threonine,
Phenylalanine, Tyrosine and Tryptophan), DNA replication,
ribosomes, and homologous recombination. ABC transporters,
two-component system, phosphotransferases and RNA polymer-
ase were the metabolic pathways showing the least number of
Figure 2. Distribution of highly constrained genes among the
functional categories in Buchnera sp. (blue bars) and Blochman-
nia sp. (red bars). The different functional categories as explained by
the Cluster of Orthologous Groups (COG) are represented in the X-axis.
The height of the bar represents the relative contribution of each class
(i) of size (t), to the total number of genes under strong selective
constraints (ni: R(v) =ve/vf,1) when considering the whole dataset (T).
This normalized number hence was calculated as w= (ni/t) * (t/T). Classes
showing significant enrichment with highly constrained genes under a
hypergeometric distribution are labeled by (*, P,0.05; **, P,1022; ***,
P,1023). We also labeled those functional classes significantly
underrepresented by highly constrained genes using green stars.
doi:10.1371/journal.pcbi.1000344.g002
Table 2. Distribution of constrained genes in endosymbiotic
bacteria of aphids (Buch) and carpenter ants (Bloc) among the
functional categories classified using COG.
Category Sub-category #Genes
# Genes
R(v),1 %Genes
Buch Bloc Buch Bloc Buch Bloc
Met C 40 42 12 5 30.0 11.9
G 19 28 6 4 31.6 14.3
E 47 58 21 11 44.7 18.9
F 20 23 4 2 20.0 8.7
H 25 34 5 4 20.0 11.8
I 10 25 3 4 33.0 16.0
P 12 19 6 7 50.0 36.8
CPS D 8 13 2 1 25.0 7.8
O 33 28 13 4 39.4 14.3
M 17 48 4 7 23.5 14.6
N 23 0 2 0 8.7 0.0
T 4 4 1 0 25.0 0.0
U 10 13 3 1 33.0 7.7
V 3 2 0 0 0.0 0.0
ISP J 82 106 41 29 50.0 27.4
K 14 16 8 3 57.0 18.8
L 31 31 9 7 29.0 22.6
doi:10.1371/journal.pcbi.1000344.t002
Figure 3. Distribution of genes under functional divergence
among the functional categories in Buchnera sp. (blue bars) and
Blochmannia sp. (red bars). The different functional categories as
explained by the Cluster of Orthologous Groups (COG) are represented
in the X-axis. The height of the bar represents the relative contribution
of each class (i) of size (t), to the total number of genes under functional
divergence (ni: R(v) =ve/vf,1) when considering the whole dataset (T).
This normalized number hence was calculated as w= (ni/t) * (t/T). Classes
showing significant enrichment with genes under functional divergence
under a hypergeometric distribution are labeled by (*, P,0.05; **,
P,1022; ***, P,1023). We also labeled those functional classes
significantly underrepresented by highly constrained genes using green
stars.
doi:10.1371/journal.pcbi.1000344.g003
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functionally divergent genes. In the case of Blochmannia we could
identify and classify genes into 71 different pathways. 506 genes
showed evidence of functional divergence and because of this large
number we applied a chi-square distribution to test for enrichment
with functional divergence. This test was performed so that the
chi-square value was calculated for each metabolic class (pathways)
as follows:
x21~
%FDi{mð Þ2
%FDizmð Þ
Here %FDi stands for the proportion of the genes in that
metabolic class i showing functional divergence, while m is the
mean proportion of genes under functional divergence throughout
the metabolic pathways. Analyses of Blochmannia pathways
identified similar pathways as those in Buchnera sp. to be enriched
with genes under functional divergence, including aminoacyl-
tRNA for essential amino acids for the host, DNA replication,
essential amino acids biosynthesis, folate biosynthesis and
oxidative phosphorylation (Figure 4B). The pathways for ABC
transporters, phosphotransferases, and the two-component system
were also impoverished with genes under functional divergence.
However, in contrast to Buchnera 18 pathways were enriched and
16 pathways impoverished for genes under functional divergence.
For example, among enriched pathways with proteins under
functional divergence not present in Buchnera were those involved
in the metabolism of sulphur, histidine, vitamine B6, selenamine
acid, pyrimidine; biosynthesis of liposaccharides, ubiquinones, fatty
acids, and peptidoglycans, and the pathway of RNA polymerase. In
contrast to Buchnera other pathways were impoverished for proteins
under functional divergence, including those involved in metabo-
lism of nitrogen, urea, phenylalanine, starch and sucrose, galactose,
fructose and mannose, propanoate, thiamine, biotine, methane and
butanoate (Figure 4B and Table S2).
Discussion
Symbiosis, which has been generally the result of the association
of organisms with different biological complexities, has been
regarded as central to the rapid adaptive radiation [19,20,22].
These different metabolic complexities translate into dramatic
lifestyle changes in one or both partners of the relationship that are
instrumental to their successful metabolic marriage. In attempt to
understand this metabolic communication and the key evolution-
ary events having led to them we have addressed a fundamental
question regarding endocellular symbiosis: What are the main
genome evolutionary events that enabled the functional/metabolic
communication between symbiotic bacteria and insects? In some
cases, such as in endosymbiotic bacteria of aphids, hints about the
complexity of this communication have been provided through
genetic, evolutionary and metabolic studies. Other associations,
such as the one established between ants and their symbionts
remain intriguing because of the apparent balance of the insect’s
diet. Genomes sequencing projects of endosymbiontic bacteria of
insects offer an unprecedented opportunity for establishing the
Figure 4. Distribution of genes under functional divergence among the metabolic pathways significantly enriched or impoverished
with these genes in Buchnera (A) and Blochmannia (B). The different metabolic classes are color-coded. Dotted line separates metabolic
pathways enriched with functionally divergent genes (above the line) from those impoverished with these genes (below the line). The height of the
bar represents the relative contribution of each class (i) of size (t), to the total number of genes under functional divergence (ni: R(v) =ve/vf,1) when
considering the whole dataset (T). This normalized number hence was calculated as w= (ni/t) * (t/T).
doi:10.1371/journal.pcbi.1000344.g004
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biological and evolutionary bases of endosymbiosis in insects.
However, presently we rely on a handful of endosymbiotic
genomes to infer general results. Inference of convergent dynamics
is only possible if the different endosymbiotic bacteria examined
are not directly related from the phylogenetic perspective such as
in the case of Buchnera and Blochmannia endosymbionts [41–44]. In
addition, unlike aphids, ants present a balanced diet [45] and
endosymbionts have been shown to be essential only during the
pupation phase [46]. The presence of several full genomes for ants
and aphids endosymbionts and the ecological differences between
aphids and ants makes it possible to identify evolutionary genome
dynamics that are either strictly related to the establishment of
symbiosis or to the ecological capabilities provided by the
bacterium to the host.
Most of the studies aimed at identifying signs of adaptive
evolution in protein-coding genes are built on the Neo-Darwinists
theoretical ground, which is based on deterministic models that
assume infinite populations sizes. These theories and studies
dismissed the idea of genetic drift following the rationale that most
of the observed polymorphism is maintained in the population
through balancing selection (for review see [47]). In the light of the
neutral theory of molecular evolution however, most of the
variation is selectively neutral and maintained by genetic drift.
This rather than the exception is a frequent observation in
organisms’ populations that in fact are responsible for generating a
huge ecological and biological diversity such as the case of
endosymbiotic bacteria of insects. Our genome-wide evolutionary
analyses unravel the clear effect of genetic drift in both
endosymbiotic systems studied. This is also supported by the fact
that non-synonymous sites are much more relaxed than synony-
mous sites in endosymbionts because these sites are under selection
in free-living bacteria. Strikingly however, Blochmannia presents
more relaxed constraints than Buchnera (for example the percentage
of genes with R(v),1 in Buchnera is nearly twice as much as that in
Blochmannia) probably because of its limited role during the lifecycle
of the ant host. The more relaxed constraints in the the greater
genome size of Blochmannia pinpoint the existence of non-
functionalized genes probably due to the younger symbiosis of
Blochmannia with ants (around 70 MYA for Blochmannia against the
approximately 200 MYA for Buchnera) [48].
The next question we asked was whether relaxed constraints
were random (as a result of genetic drift) or they correlated with
the requirements of the host and the bacterium. Our functional
class enrichment analyses indicate that, in accordance with the
expectation given the metabolic requirements of the host, genes of
transport and metabolism of essential amino acids, ribosome
structures and translation and genes involved in posttranslational
modifications and chaperones were more constrained in Buchnera
than in their free-relative bacterial homologs. Genetic drift in
Buchnera has been extensively demonstrated (for example see [27]).
Conserved constraints at non-synonymous sites can therefore be
due either to a major need for these proteins to perform their
ancestral functions or alternatively to their functional divergence
to perform different but more important functions in the
endosymbionts. Indeed, all the functional categories showing
R(v),1 have been previously reported to play key roles in host’s
ecology (for example supplementing host’s diet with essential
amino acids [49,50]). Furthermore, the high evolutionary rates of
genes of ribosomal structure and translational proteins, posttrans-
lational modification and folding supports their functional
divergence since Buchnera accumulates slightly deleterious muta-
tions at high rates at these proteins, being unlikely to conserve
their ancestral function. Chaperones have been reported to
improve their folding activity, probably by functional divergence,
thereby buffering the effects of Muller’s ratchet [51,52]. Unlike the
transport and metabolism pathways, we detected significant
enrichment of genes under strong selective constraints in the
classes of ribosomal structures and translation from Blochmannia,
which may be in accordance with ants being omnivorous [53–57].
We show evidence that in small effective population sizes of
endosymbionts genetic drift may be followed by increase of their
effective population sizes where selection can become efficient in
filtering the mutations fixed enabling fixation of slightly advanta-
geous mutations (For a discussion on the subject see [47]). Hence,
slightly advantageous mutations are likely to be fixed neutrally in
the population possibly leading to changes in proteins’ functions
(for example to functional divergence). Functional divergence is
based on the assumption that changes in the evolutionary
conservation of certain protein residues may lead to a change in
function. Following this idea many groups have developed
statistical methods to identify functional divergence after gene
duplication (for example see [58–62]), although these methods
were not developed for genome wide analyses. As in gene
duplication, changing lifestyles of organisms may lead to gene
redundancies in the new environments. Consequently, the
selective pressures to delete such redundancies decreases allowing
the accumulation of mutations with slight effects on fitness and
hence for functional divergence. Here we developed a novel
method to identify genome wide functional divergence that is in
theory applicable to any organism with changing lifestyles, such as
pathogens, extremophiles, etc. The results correlated strongly with
the ecological requirements of the hosts. Interestingly, we found
that pathways involved in tRNA synthesis, of the 10 essential
amino acids, the metabolism of these 10 essential amino acids,
DNA replication, ribosomes, and homologous recombination are
highly enriched with genes that show evidence of functional
divergence in both endosymbiotic systems. This convergence may
be due to the possible unbalanced diet of ants during the pupation
phase. Functional divergence of genes involved in DNA
replication, including helicase (DnaB), primase (DnaG) and the
SSB protein in Buchnera may make replication dependent upon the
population of the host. Further, other metabolic pathways such as
ABC transporters, phosphotransferases and the two-component
system were poorly populated by genes under functional
divergence. These genes are probably involved in the transport
of proteins and ions from the bacterium to the host, and are
therefore under strong functional constraint. Such seems the case
also of the RNA polymerase category. The fact that Buchnera and
Blochmannia both present genes evolving under different constraints
in the replication pathway, in addition to the lack of genes in
Blochmannia involved in initiating replication (dnaA, priA and recA)
[63] may support the need of a slowing of the bacterial replication
in a host-controlled way.
Other categories in Blochmannia, but not in Buchnera, presented
enrichment with genes under functional divergence including
categories with genes involved in metabolism of sulphur, histidine,
lipopolysaccharides, fatty acids, peptidoglycans, and nitrogen. All
these categories include genes that are essential to provide the host
with the ability to reduce sulphur, and to recycle nitrogen through
the endosymbiont urease, as previously suggested [64]. Other
enriched categories were polysaccharides and peptidoglycans that
are essential components of the cell wall (specifically of the outer
membrane) and they provide a rather more structured membrane
to the bacterium rendering it more resistant [63] to the hostile
environment of the cytosol [65]. Finally, metabolic pathways
related to the metabolism of sugars (for example, Fructose) are
highly impoverished with genes under functional divergence
probably due to the need to preserve ancestral functions so as to
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deal with the sugar-rich ant diet. In conclusion, metabolic
pathways related to host ecological requirements are either
enriched or impoverished with genes under functional divergence,
both extremes ensuring the conservation of the ancestral
optimized function or specializing the pathway for the overpro-
duction or improvement of the final substrate. In summary, we
show a new way of testing for functional divergence that can be
potentially applied to other biological systems such as pathogens
and organisms living in different and extreme environments. Using
this method we provide evidence of the main underlying
evolutionary mechanisms that were essential for the establishment
of endosymbiosis and for the specific metabolic communication
between the bacterium and the insect host. The differing
evolutionary dynamics of the metabolic pathways and their
correlation with the insect’s ecological requirements reveal a clear
link between bacterial symbiosis and species ecological innovation.
Material and Methods
Genomes and Alignments
We provide the full list of genes examined for functional
divergence in table S1. In our analysis we used the four genomes of
the endosymbiotic bacterium of aphids Buchnera aphidicola,
including strains Acyrthosiphon pisum (BAp: NC_002528), Schizaphis
graminum (BSg: NC_004061), Baizongia pistaciae (BBp: NC_004545)
and Cinara cedri (BCc: NC_008513). For he same genes we used the
genomes of the free-living relatives Escherichia coli K12 (Ec:
NC_000913); Salmonella tyhimurium (St: NC_003197); Shigella flexneri
(Sf: NC_004741); and Erwinia carotovora (Eca: NC_004547). For the
analysis of functional divergence we used the external (outgroup)
genome of Photorhabdus luminescens (Pl: NC_005126), due to its
appropriate phylogenetic proximity to both groups of bacteria. In
the case of the endosymbiotic bacteria of carpenter ants, we used
Candidatus Blochmannia floridanus (Bf: NC_005061) and Candidatus
Blochmannia pennsylvanicus (Bp: NC_007292), the only two genomes
available and fully sequenced. These two endosymbiotic systems
present the possibility of generalizing our conclusions because both
have independent evolutionary origins [41] and yet they are
phylogenetically close to the same free-living bacterial relatives.
With each one of the genes in the genomes we performed Blast
searches to find the orthologs in the other genomes, considering
acceptable only those genes showing reciprocal best top hits with
scores of less or equal than 1024. For each one of the genes we
built multiple protein alignments using ClustalW program with the
default parameters [66]. Then we obtained the multiple
alignments for protein-coding sequences concatenating nucleotide
triples according to the corresponding protein alignment. All
multiple sequence alignments were carefully inspected before
proceeding with the evolutionary analyses.
Characterisation of Selective Constraints in
Endosymbiotic Genomes
Protein functional divergence along a phylogenetic lineage
requires a re-distribution of evolutionary rates along a protein and
the rapid fixation of functionally advantageous mutations through
episodic (punctual) Darwinian selection in that lineage. The
second condition to be met to consider a mutational event as
responsible for functional divergence is that the mutation became
fixed under strong purifying selection after speciation post-dating
that lineage. This involves an increase in the number of amino
acid replacing nucleotide substitutions in the lineage leading to
that cluster while synonymous substitutions remain neutral.
Consequently, as a result of functional divergence we expect an
increase of the non-synonymous-to-synonymous rates ratio
(v= dN/dS), which has been used in numerous studies as an
indicator of the force of selection acting on protein-coding genes
(see for example [51,67,68]). While the number of non-
synonymous nucleotide substitutions per site (dN) is under selection
because they involve changing the amino acid composition of
sequences, synonymous substitution per site (dS) accumulate
neutrally due to their silent effect on protein’s amino acid
composition. However synonymous sites may also be under
selection caused by translational efficiency or stability of RNA
molecules [69–72]. Assuming however that synonymous sites
evolve neutrally, Values of v,1 indicates that most of the amino
acid substitutions are deleterious and removed by selection
(purifying selection); v=1 indicates neutral evolution, while
v.1 provides evidence for the fixation of amino acid replacing
mutations by positive selection.
In this study we analyzed whether lineages of endosymbiotic
bacteria of insect show evidence of functional divergence by
presenting different v values than expected under linear evolution.
Functional divergence involves a shift in the selection forces acting
on amino acid sites of protein-coding genes. Therefore, irrespec-
tive of the constraints on synonymous sites, endosymbiotic v (ve)
will yield similar values to those in their free-living relatives (vf) if
the constraints were the same in both groups of bacteria and
different values if the selective constraints changed in one clade
compared to the other. To characterise the changes in selective
constraints in the endosymbiotic lineage we estimated dN and dS for
the endosymbiotic lineage and free-living bacterial lineage using
the program YN00 from the PAML package version 4.0 [73]. We
studied the full genome of Buchnera sp. and Blochmannia sp. including
a total of 509 and 536 genes, respectively. We estimated the
number of substitutions per site using the modified method of Nei
and Gojobori [74] as implemented in YN00. Then, we performed
comparisons of the selective constraints in each gene between
endosymbionts and their free-living cousins by dividing their
corresponding v values (R~
vBAp{BSg
vEc{St
). To increase the coherence
of the comparison analyses between both symbiotic systems, we
estimated nucleotide substitutions for the genes in the comparisons
of each one of the endosymbiotic lineages (BAp-BSg, Bf-Bp) to their
free-living relatives Ec-St. We performed these comparisons
because these pairs show similar divergence times (50–100 Million
Years; [32,75]).
In this manuscript we do not deal with the causes of relaxed
constraints in symbiotic bacteria. For example, synonymous sites
may be under relaxed constraints in genes that were over-
expressed in free-living bacteria but are no longer so in
endosymbionts. The effect of translational efficiency in selection
over synonymous sites has been previously shown [76]. Further,
we have recently reported evidence of selection on non-
synonymous sites shaped by translational robustness [77].
However, irrespective of the reasons for such constraints the aim
was to show that in fact v was affected by variation of such
constraints at synonymous and non-synonymous sites but to a
different extent.
Identification of Functional Divergence
In this manuscript we identified functional divergence type I as
described previously [59]. Functional divergence type I involves
the change in the selection constraints at specific amino acid sites
of a protein in a phylogenetic cluster in comparison to another.
The question we asked here is what genes have dramatically
changed their selective constraints during the evolution of
endosymbiosis in comparison with their free-living bacterial
relatives, indicating hence a change in function. The test
performed here is therefore unidirectional (1 tail test). In
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particular, we wanted to examine the acquisition of functional
importance at amino acid sites in endosymbiotic proteins that were
evolving neutrally in their free-living cousins (indicating functional
divergence). In statistical and evolutionary terms, the purpose was
to identify amino acid sites that were variable at free-living
bacteria, but that, after they have undergone important physico-
chemical changes in the lineage leading to endosymbionts, became
highly constrained (conserved) in the lineages postdating endo-
symbionts speciation events. Because endosymbiotic bacteria have
been evolving under genetic drift, we expect sites to be more
variable than in their free-living relatives and hence positive
identification of sites under functional divergence would provide a
conservative measure of such selection constraints shifts.
To conduct a genome wide analysis of functional divergence, we
developed a fast, accurate, and simple statistical method to identify
functional divergence in genomic data (Figure 5 shows the
different steps of the method in a schematic way). Bayesian and
maximum-likelihood approaches developed previously to identify
functional divergence (for example, [58,59]) could not be used in
this study because: i) such methods have been implemented for the
analysis of single genes; ii) they have been devised to identify
functional divergence after gene duplication; and iii) they require
at least four sequences per clade to conduct the analysis. These
requirements are not always met and in the case of endosymbionts
of ants only two genome sequences have been fully sequenced.
Our method uses BLOSUM scores to compare the evolutionary
distance between two clades of homologous proteins and an
outgroup sequence, providing a fast and conservative way of
identifying amino acid sites under functional divergence. The
input is a protein sequence alignment of the two pre-defined clades
and an outgroup sequence. The endosymbiont clade was defined
as the clade-of-interest (which we call clade 1), so that the method
identifies sites in that clade which have diverged significantly
further in function from the outgroup sequence than have the
homologous sites in the second clade (clade 2) (see Figure 5 for
details).
For each column in the alignment, we calculate the BLOSUM
scores for the substitution between each amino acid in each clade
and the outgroup residue. Since the probability of observing an
unlikely substitution increases with the divergence time between
sequences, each pairwise BLOSUM score is divided by the Poisson
distance between the sequences from which the two residues are
derived – that is, the outgroup and one other sequence. Even
though amino acid substitutions are under selective constraints, we
assume that some sites may evolve neutrally and some others
under constraints but that these effects cancel each other out when
averaged along the sequence. We then calculate the mean
BLOSUM score between all clade 1 residues and the outgroup
(clade 1 mean: B1), all clade 2 residues and the outgroup (clade 2
mean B2), and the standard error of both these quantities (SE1,
SE2). Negative BLOSUM scores indicate rarely observed substi-
tutions, while positive scores indicate commonly observed ones.
Since we are attempting to identify sites in clade 1 that are under
functional divergence when compared to clade 2, we filter out all
sites for which the value of clade 1 mean is positive (indicating
hence conservative substitutions; B1w0), and also those sites for
which the value of clade 2 mean is negative. Further, to avoid
obtaining spurious results due to the high genetic drift experienced
by endosymbiotic bacteria, we filter out all sites that are not
completely conserved in clade 1. Finally, we calculate a Z-score for
the column to estimate the probability of the observed putative
functionally divergent site.
Metabolic Data
The database KEGG (Kyoto Encyclopedia of Genes and
Genomes) [78] links genomic information with current knowledge
on functional information. It consists of four main sections
including pathway information, genes collections from all fully
sequenced genome, chemical information (for example, cell
compounds, enzymes, drugs approved etc.) and relationships of
various biological objects. It also integrates a number of software
that link all the knowledge about the pathway, comprising
information genes present in a particular pathway for a specific
species.
We downloaded the file genes_pathway.list from KEGG ftp site
(ftp://ftp.genome.jp/pub/kegg/linkdb/genes/), which contains
all links between genes in KEGG database, and the pathway in
which the gene is present. To determine the possible link between
the interaction of the endosymbiont metabolism and that of the
host, we tested if particular pathways showed evidence of proteins
under functional divergence constraints in the endosymbiotic
lineages.
The functions of the genes were determined using Cluster of
Orthologous Groups (COG) [79]. We had genes from 17 different
sub-categories and they were; Translation, ribosomal structure
and biogenesis (J), Transcription (K), and Replication, recombi-
Figure 5. Genome wide identification of functional divergence. Proteins are identified to be under functional divergence if they show amino
acid sites presenting significant evidence of shifts in the evolutionary rates in cluster 1 (cluster under study) compared to cluster 2 (background
cluster). To measure functional divergence at site i, we first calculate all pair-wise BLOSUM transition values in the pair-wise comparison of the
sequences in the tree. Sequences in cluster 1 are compared to the outgroup and the BLOSUM transition values between outgroup and cluster 1
generate a distribution that is compared to that generated when comparing sequences of cluster 2 to the outgroup. The change in the physico-
chemical properties of amino acids from cluster 1 to cluster is indicated by colored squares. If the transition scores are significantly more radical when
comparing the outgroup to cluster 1 at that amino acid site of the protein than when we compared the outgroup to cluster 2 then we consider the
site to be under functional divergence. The significance of the transition scores in cluster 1 is calculated by comparing the distribution of scores in
cluster 1 to that in cluster 2 and significance is considered at the 1% confidence level.
doi:10.1371/journal.pcbi.1000344.g005
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nation and repair (L) from Information Storage and Processing
(ISP). Cell cycle control, cell division, chromosome partitioning
(D), Defense mechanisms (V), Signal transduction mechanisms (T),
Cell wall/membrane/envelope biogenesis (M), Cell motility (N),
Intracellular trafficking, secretion, and vesicular transport (U),
Posttranslational modification, protein turnover, chaperones (O)
from Cellular Processes and Signaling (CPS). Energy production
and conversion (C), Carbohydrate transport and metabolism (G),
Amino acid transport and metabolism (E), Nucleotide transport
and metabolism (F), Coenzyme transport and metabolism (H),
Lipid transport and metabolism (I), and Inorganic ion transport
and metabolism (P) from Metabolism (Met).
Statistical Analyses
The main tests we performed were those aimed at determining
whether any of the functional classes determined using Cluster of
Orthologous Groups (COG) [79] or any of the pathways presented
evidence of enrichment with genes under strong selective
constraints and/or functional divergence. Since the number of
data was finite per class and we were using discrete number of
genes we conducted our tests using an approximation to the exact
Fisher’s test, called Hypergeometric approximation. Under the
Hypergeometric density function, the probability of observing K
events in the class m, from a sample size of N is:
p~
m
K
 
N{M
n{K
 
N
n
 
This probability density accounts for the unequal size of the
different classes and for non-normal distribution of data, making
the test statistically robust to deviations from normality due to
finite data sets. We used this test to identify functional classes and
metabolic pathways enriched or impoverished by genes under
functional divergence.
Supporting Information
Table S1 The ratio between the intensities of selection in the
endosymbiont Buchnera aphidicola genomes and Blochmannia sp. and
their free-living cousins. Genes are ordered alfabeticaly according
to gene name in E. coli. Data missing or that could not be
estimated are indicated by -.
Found at: doi:10.1371/journal.pcbi.1000344.s001 (0.70 MB
DOC)
Table S2 Functional divergence analysis in the metabolic
pathways of Buchnera and Blochmannia endosymbionts.
Found at: doi:10.1371/journal.pcbi.1000344.s002 (0.09 MB
DOC)
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